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Uranus Stationary Retrograde 03 Aug 2017 in 08th House
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Jupiter Stationary Retrograde 09 Mar 2018 in 03rd House
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Mercury Stationary Retrograde 23 Mar 2018 in 08th House
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09 Mar 2018 01:56 pm 04Ò‘47' £ Enters Rx Zone
19 Mar 2018 05:26 am 15Ò‘43' £ Â ¥
23 Mar 2018 10:12 am 16Ò‘54'Ñ £ Stationary Retrograde
Mercury Stationary Retrograde in 08th House
If you can spend the next three weeks redeploying your debts and reallocating resources,
you will not regret it. In fact, it may simply be a necessity to pick up loose ends and take a
second look at whether you are unnecessarily overextended. With a little tweaking, you
could be sitting in the catbird seat, but you'll need to test the wind to get some height. Pick
up on assets you've neglected or forgotten about, and you'll have all you need. Make new
friends, but keep the old; one is silver, but the other's gold -- in ways you hadn't even
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thought about.
27 Mar 2018 07:50 pm 15Ò‘43'Ñ £ Â ¥
Mercury Conjunct Mars (Retrograde)
Mercury's about-face on your Mars could find you in a tailspin about just what to do with
yourself and how to organize your energies to get things done. What you may find is that
you have been regularly wasting effort in spots that give little payoff while neglecting areas
of potentially high return. It's time to rebudget your available inner resources and only burn
fuel on trips that get you somewhere you really want to go. Moreover, what frustrates can
probably be dispensed with, even if it has seemed necessary before. Burn your candle at
one end only and it will see you gladly to the morning's light.
15 Apr 2018 07:15 pm 04Ò‘47' £ Stationary Direct
Mercury Stationary Direct in 07th House
As you turn the corner toward clarity after a few weeks of unasked-for change, you realize
that no one was to blame. What seemed like mistakes were simply different roads to the
same destination and it's clear that keeping your eye on the ball and not on the pitcher is
the only way to go. Resolving differences is the surest way to a strong partnership,
especially when driven by a common goal. You can look forward to a backward look that
may give you a boost in the coming month or so, so keep those eyes in the back of your
head wide open. Tomorrow's prize lies in the hand of another, so be ready to shake it.
03 May 2018 06:03 am 15Ò‘43' £ Â ¥
Mercury Conjunct Mars
Just about the time you thought you could never get the right action agreed upon, and
then Mercury goes direct on your Mars and you can be off and running -- if you choose to,
that is. What opens up is the shot at more confident and focused ways of spending your
energy, with greater likelihood of a real return on investment. By discarding some of the
recent options that may not have panned out too well, you can say more specifically just
what you are going to do and put all your power behind it. Do that, and you'll inspire others
to follow -- everybody likes a good plan, so make it yours.
04 May 2018 07:01 am 16Ò‘54'

£Leaves Rx Zone

Saturn Stationary Retrograde 18 Apr 2018 in 05th House
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Pluto Stationary Retrograde 22 Apr 2018 in 06th House
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Neptune Stationary Retrograde 19 Jun 2018 in 07th House
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Mars Stationary Retrograde 27 Jun 2018 in 06th House
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Mars Stationary Retrograde in 06th House
Pacing yourself and avoiding getting overtaxed should be the focus of what could
otherwise be a stressful period. That applies in both the emotional and physical worlds, as
stop-and-go pressures require patience and regularity to diffuse their impact and keep you
well and cheerful. Life in the workplace can see a lot of frustrations flying, so it will be good
to put your best sense of humor forward and keep your head when all around are losing
theirs. What you can change, do -- what you can't, don't try. This is an easy time for
diminishing returns and time/energy drains, so be creative, pick your shots and don't
waste ammo.
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28 Aug 2018 00:19 am 28Òš37' ¥ Stationary Direct
Mars Stationary Direct in 06th House
Cross-purposes, crossed wires, and conflicting energies may have left you drained of late,
but realignment is now underway that will allow you to get back in tune with things. You
will find yourself better able to take charge of your daily routine and let it energize you
rather than drag you down. Experimentation with various alternatives now leads to the
choice of a single path that both conserves your inner resources and brings you dividends
in the process. Put aside time-wasting diversions and go with what -- and who -- really
make you feel alive and glowing.
09 Oct 2018 04:30 am 09Ò›13'

¥Leaves Rx Zone

Mercury Stationary Retrograde 26 Jul 2018 in 01st House
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08 Jul 2018 04:37 am 11Ò•32' £ Enters Rx Zone
14 Jul 2018 01:42 am 17Ò•33' £ Â ¨
17 Jul 2018 05:35 pm 20Ò•23' £ Â 21 Jul 2018 10:09 pm 22Ò•34' £ Â ¡
26 Jul 2018 02:57 pm 23Ò•27'Ñ £ Stationary Retrograde
Mercury Stationary Retrograde in 01st House
This begins a three-week period during which you have the opportunity to refine and
perhaps repurpose the way you project yourself in your surroundings. Round off the raw
edges and pull in any potential entanglements that might be slowing you down. You have
not only the right, but sometimes the obligation, to change your mind in order to insure
consistency and personal impact. Toward the end, this may particularly include tightening
up solutions to previously resolved issues to be sure they are well in hand. When you've
got all your ducks in a row, you won't have to look back.
31 Jul 2018 05:53 am 22Ò•34'Ñ £ Â ¡
Mercury Conjunct Moon (Retrograde)
Mercury turning around on your Moon may give you the message that you may have been
missing something emotionally, perhaps not fully accessing your feelings when personal
matters come into play. It could be time to take a second look at knee-jerk reactions and
the types of automatic responses that operate under the radar but should perhaps be
monitored more carefully. Make a renewed effort to make each moment fresh and live and
don't just skip to what you expect to come next. Your life is only as real as each individual
feeling you experience, so let there be no forgotten ones.
04 Aug 2018 07:45 am 20Ò•23'Ñ £ Â Mercury Conjunct Ascendant (Retrograde)
Just when you thought you were home free, someone called time out and now you have to
rework your game plan and refocus your approach. Mercury backpedaling on your
Ascendant means you will have to touch up your personal presentation and make sure
you are leading with the best -- and the most truthful -- game plan. What may seem like
reversal is only delay, and you'll be glad in the end that it happened, giving you time to
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clear previously overlooked stones from your pathway. Once past selective makeover, you
will find your image successfully bears scrutiny at every level.
08 Aug 2018 02:52 am 17Ò•33'Ñ £ Â ¨
Mercury Conjunct Uranus (Retrograde)
Mercury pirouetting on your Uranus could be just what you need to provide that sudden
flash of inspiration you've been waiting for. It's less likely to be about the totally new, but
more about new light on older inspiration, ways to make approaches work that weren't
quite all there before. If you haven't quite arrived in some area and wonder why, now's the
time for the internal rewrite that taps into the mother of all inventions, your inner muse.
Don't hesitate to smash idols with feet of clay, break down walls, and clear the decks. You
can't rebuild to suit your taste until you've got the space to do it and some elbow room.
19 Aug 2018 02:18 pm 11Ò•32' £ Stationary Direct
Mercury Stationary Direct in 12th House
If loss of communications has left you clueless, you can start collecting more reliable
evidence again. When exterior sources fail to provide the information you need, you may
have to rely on your inner resources and come to your own conclusions without external
input. However, if you can avoid tying yourself down, that would be a better choice, as
things may be going on without your knowledge that will surface soon and give you a
better handle on your operations. When the mist clears, you'll have the opportunity to
really make yourself seen and heard.
29 Aug 2018 10:06 am 17Ò•33' £ Â ¨
Mercury Conjunct Uranus
Mercury stepping out again on your Uranus can bring sudden flashes of insight,
unexpected turns of events, and unheralded messages from surprising quarters. When
inspiration strikes, be ready to write it down -- get it on paper, before you forget it or
someone else tries to deny it. Don't tie yourself down right now, or you might lose the
ability to go with the flow when a breaking wave strikes. If it ain't fixed, break it and go for
something entirely new -- cut the Gordian knot and don't waste anymore time fussing with
tangled or intractable situations. Go for the shortcut, the straight path.
31 Aug 2018 02:05 pm 20Ò•23' £ Â Mercury Conjunct Ascendant
Mercury making its turnaround on your Ascendant can give you the opportunity to be the
person with the first word in -- the solution-maker -- if you let it happen. Don't be afraid to
chime in with new ideas, even if there has been a lot of confusion of late, because now is
the time when resolutions finally become available and forward motion can begin again.
People will tend to look to you to be the instigator, so don't disappoint them, let your ideas
out of the box where they can do some good. You may not get everything you want, but
you'll be first out of the gate, and the beginning is half of everything.
02 Sep 2018 01:46 am 22Ò•34' £ Â ¡
Mercury Conjunct Moon
Mercury kicking off its return to action on your Moon tweaks your sensitivities to the
confusions and delays of the last few weeks and enables you to make snap decisions to
regain headway and get things back to normal. If it feels right, it probably is right, and
you'll even likely be able to find exactly the right words for it. Tune up your antenna for
communications arriving that impact your emotional state and clear up mixed messages
you might have been relying on. Keep it light and breezy if you can, as others may be
depending on your cheerful attitude to infuse them with the same.
02 Sep 2018 03:39 pm 23Ò•27'

£Leaves Rx Zone
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Uranus Stationary Retrograde 07 Aug 2018 in 08th House
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Venus Stationary Retrograde 06 Oct 2018 in 02nd House
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03 Sep 2018 01:20 pm 25Ò—15' ¤ Enters Rx Zone
21 Sep 2018 03:40 am 06Ò˜55' ¤ Â ©
06 Oct 2018 05:07 am 10Ò˜50'Ñ ¤ Stationary Retrograde
Venus Stationary Retrograde in 02nd House
You are entering a period when you may realize that you are not getting enough of what
you want from your physical and financial resources. At least, you may feel that way, even
if it's not entirely true, so you should take some time to sort out actually overlooked
possibilities from simple discontent. What do you really want, and does what you possess
really promise to deliver it? It may be partially that someone (or something) is putting up
temporary resistance, or you may just be up for a change of attitude. Separating what you
have and want from who you are and want to become may be the most important issue
addressed.
20 Oct 2018 11:05 am 06Ò˜55'Ñ ¤ Â ©
Venus Conjunct Neptune (Retrograde)
Venus turning her face on your Neptune for a brief moment right now can give you the
chance to reevaluate visions that might not be pulling their weight in terms of results and
could use a little adjustment. Fantasy and desire can be a mix that departs from real
possibilities, and it's good to stand back and get a grip on what can and cannot be before
you sacrifice real futures for pipe dreams. Wanting can lead to getting, but there's no
guarantee, so select the desires with the most weight and drop the ones that only weight
you down. Dreams come true when you attend them well, now's the time to catch up.
16 Nov 2018 08:45 pm 25Ò—15' ¤ Stationary Direct
Venus Stationary Direct in 02nd House
Sorting out your resources and prioritizing what you have in hand may have required
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some shifting over the past few weeks, but you'll find that plans can begin to firm up as
you decide what you want to heat up and what should be put on the back burner.
Possibilities that pay off short-term should be optimized first, but do not entirely round file
potential moneymakers that take longer to mature. Knowing what you really want and who
you want to deal with is the determinant -- indecision leads to undoing, so when you step
forward, step with confidence and commitment. Indicate and you will vindicate.
13 Dec 2018 03:10 pm 06Ò˜55' ¤ Â ©
Venus Conjunct Neptune
Venus taking off from your Neptune is the stuff dreams are made of, and what may have
been iffy or poorly conceived quite recently now appears to have substance and real
possibilities. This may particularly apply to shared visions and mutual ideals that require
participation and a joint effort to achieve mutual goals. Too much glare can spoil the
picture, so keep the lights low and let the imagination roam without tripping each other up
on the details. You're not looking to reproduce the exact same dream, only to dream
together. The essence of fantasy is to rise above reality, not to drown in it.
18 Dec 2018 01:28 pm 10Ò˜50'

¤Leaves Rx Zone

Mercury Stationary Retrograde 17 Nov 2018 in 04th House
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29 Oct 2018 10:52 am 27Ò˜16' £ Enters Rx Zone
17 Nov 2018 11:27 am 13Ò™30'Ñ £ Stationary Retrograde
Mercury Stationary Retrograde in 04th House
The next three weeks may cause you to step back and rethink your course and reset your
bearings to make sure you are really on the course you intended. Do not hesitate to
question fundamental values in order to get to the heart of what you believe and resolve
inner conflicts that may arise. Small insights can net you large gains, particularly in the
future stability of your ship. Rock your own boat before others do, and you'll be the better
off for it. By the end, you may find risk reevaluation highly useful, particularly when you
depend on others to evolve into what you will lean on in the future.
07 Dec 2018 07:23 am 27Ò˜16' £ Stationary Direct
Mercury Stationary Direct in 03rd House
Several weeks of greater confusion than you'd have liked are on their way out and you can
get back to what you were doing with a bit more confidence and sense of purpose. Getting
roadblocks out of the way allows you to chart a surer course and feel better about what
you are doing and what kind of commitments you can make and live up to. Red herrings
and detours can be put behind you as you get back onto a map everybody can buy into.
The cost of delays and uncertainties is made up for by knowing that they no longer impede
and that you can now throttle up and get on some real speed.
25 Dec 2018 02:28 am 13Ò™30'

£Leaves Rx Zone
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